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Looking for the best Korean reading material for beginner learners?
Integrated KoreanIntermediate : Level 2University of Hawaii Press
"The new series textbooks have been enriched with new photos, illustrations and a new design to convey information more effectively. A new grammar portion has been added,
and the contents have been updated to better fit the trends in today's Korean society and to emphasize cultural aspects".--Back cover.

Have you been trying to learn Korean and find yourself having trouble discovering and practicing new words?Are traditional textbooks just not helping you out as you expected them to?Do you
think that there should be a better way to learning new words in any target language?If you answered "Yes!" to at least one of those previous questions, then this book is for you! We've
compiled the 2000 Most Common Words in Korean, a list of terms that will expand your vocabulary to levels previously unseen.Did you know that - according to an important study - learning
the top two thousand (2000) most frequently used words will enable you to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and 86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral speech? Those are amazing
stats, and this book will take you even further than those numbers!In this book:?A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve your learning - here, you will learn the basics to
get you started on this marvelous list of Korean terms!?A list of 2000 of the most common words in Korean and their translations?An example sentence for each word - in both Korean and
English?Finally, a conclusion to make sure you've learned and supply you with a final list of tipsDon't look any further, we've got what you need right here!In fact, we're ready to turn you into a
Korean speaker? what are you waiting for?
From ungrateful young frogs to generous brothers, the captivating characters of Korea's folktales have provided entertainment and insight for centuries.
This book is the culmination of educational know-how and systematic grammar organization acquired by the three authors from their experience actually teaching Korean to foreigners in the
classroom. In focusing strictly on Korean grammar, this series represents a departure from most current integrated teaching materials, allowing foreign learners to more easily concentrate on
grammar in their study of Korean. The authors have included real dialogues and illustrations to make the study of Korean more interesting, especially for those students who have heretofore
felt Koran grammar to be difficult. Further, this series equally serves as a general Korean grammar reference that can be used by Korean language instructors both in Korea and abroad who
regularly experience the difficulty of teaching Korean grammar first-hand. ??? ??? MP3(CD) ??? ??? ????(www.darakwon.co.kr)?? ?? ???? ?????. ? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ????? ???? ???? ??
??? ?? ? ?? ?? ???? ???? ?? ??? ??? ????. ??? ???? ???? ?? ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ????? ?? ?? ??? ??? ? ?? ???. - TOPIK 1~2?? ?? ???! ??? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ??? 1~2?? ??? ????
???? ? ?? ? ? ?? ???. - ??? ??? ???? ???, ? ?? ?? ??! ??? ??, ?? ??? ????? ???? ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?????, ??? ??? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ??? ??. - ? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??! ???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ???
???? ??? ??, ??? ?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ????? ?? ????? ???? ????? ??. - ??? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??! ??? ??? ??? ?? ???? ????. ??? ?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? ? ??? ??? ??? ???
Contents Preface How to Use This Book Table of Contents ? Introduction to the Korean Language 1. Korean Sentence Structure 2. Conjugation of Verbs and Adjectives 3. Connecting
Sentences 4. Sentence Types 5. Honorific Expressions ? Getting Ready 01 ?? (to be) 02 ?? (to exist/be, to have) 03 Numbers 04 Dates and Days of the Week 05 Time Unit 1. Tenses 01
Present Tense A/V-(?)??? 02 Present Tense A/V-?/?? 03 Past Tense A/V-?/??? 04 Future Tense V-(?)? ??? ? 05 Progressive Tense V-? ?? ? 06 Past Perfect Tense A/V-?/???? Unit 2.
Negative Expressions 01 Word Negation 02 ? A/V-?/?? (A/V-? ???) 03 ? V-?/?? (V-? ???) Unit 3. Particles 01 N?/? 02 N?/? 03 N?/? 04 N?/?, N(?)?, N?? 05 N? 06 N? ? 07 N? ? 08 N?? 09 N??
N??, N?? N?? 10 N??/?? 11 N? 12 N? 13 N?? 14 N(?)? 15 N(?)? ? 16 N(?)? ? 17 N? 18 N??/N?? 19 N?? 20 N?? Unit 4. Listing and Contrast 01 A/V-? 02 V-?? 03 A/V-?? 04 A/V-(?)?/?? ? Unit 5.
Time Expressions 01 N ??, V-? ?? 02 N ??, V-(?)? ?? 03 V-? ?? 04 V-?/?? 05 N ?, A/V-(?)? ? 06 V-(?)?? 07 N ?, V-? ? 08 V-??? 09 N ??, V-? ?? 10 V-(?)? ? Unit 6. Ability and Possibility 01
V-(?)? ? ??/?? 02 V-(?)? ? ??/??? Unit 7. Demands and Obligations, Permission and Prohibition 01 V-(?)?? 02 V-? ??? 03 A/V-?/?? ??/?? 04 A/V-?/?? ?? 05 A/V-(?)? ? ?? 06 A/V-? ??? ?? (? A/V?/?? ??) Unit 8. Expressions of Hope 01 V-? ?? 02 A/V-?/??? ??? Unit 9. Reasons and Causes 01 A/V-?/?? ? 02 A/V-(?)?? ? 03 N ???, A/V-? ??? Unit 10. Making Requests and Assisting 01 V?/? ???, V-?/? ?????? 02 V-?/? ???, V-?/? ???? Unit 11. Trying New Things and Experiences 01 V-?/??? 02 V-(?)? ?? ??/?? Unit 12. Asking Opinions and Making Suggestions 01 V-(?)???? ? 02
V-(?)???? ? 03 V-(?)??? 04 V-(?)????? 05 V-(?)???? ? Unit 13. Intentions and Plans 01 A/V-??? ? 02 V-(?)??? 03 V-(?)??? ? Unit 14. Background Information and Explanations 01 A/V-(?)?/?? ?
02 V-(?)?? ? Unit 15. Purpose and Intention 01 V-(?)? ??/?? 02 V-(?)?? 03 V-(?)?? ?? 04 N?/? ??(?), V-? ??(?) 05 V-?? ?? Unit 16. Conditions and Suppositions 01 A/V-(?)? 02 V-(?)?? 03 A/V?/?? Unit 17. Conjecture 01 A/V-??? ? 02 A/V-(?)? ??? ? 03 A/V-(?)???? ? 04 A/V-(?)?/?/(?)? ? ?? Unit 18. Changes in Parts of Speech 01 ??? -(?)?/-?/-(?)? N 02 A/V-? 03 A-? 04 A-?/??? Unit
19. Expressions of State 01 V-? ?? ? 02 V-?/? ?? 03 A-?/??? 04 V-? ?? Unit 20. Confirming Information 01 A/V-(?)?/?? 02 V-? ? ???/?? 03 A/V-??? Unit 21. Discovery and Surprise 01 A/V??/??? 02 A/V-?? Unit 22. Additional Endings 01 A-(?)????, V-??? 02 A/V-(?)?/??? Unit 23. Quotations 01 Direct Quotations 02 Indirect Quotations 03 Indirect Quotation Contracted Forms Unit
24. Irregular Conjugations 01 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 02 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 03 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 04 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 05 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular
Conjugation) 06 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 07 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) ? Appendix Good Things to Know Answer Key Grammar Explanations in Use Korean Grammar Ind

This intermediate level text has been developed in accordance with performance-based principles, contextualization, use of authentic materials, function/task-orientedness, and
balance between skill getting and skill using. Each topic covers punctuation, grammar and new words and expressions.
My Korean 2, 2nd Edition is a follow-up to the first volume of My Korean which introduces learners to the Korean alphabet and some everyday situations to help them acquire
'survival' Korean. This book consolidates and extends the work begun in the first volume by helping learners continue to develop their ability to communicate in routine social
situations. Key features include (1) authentic spoken Korean language examples; (2) authentic styles of speech appropriate to each situation; (3) situation dialogues presented in
two modes: colour comics and text?only mode; (4) grammar explanations in plain English; (5) many types of exercises; and (6) extra learning materials available online http:
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//talking2koreans.com).
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean: Intermediate 1, the third volume of the best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers and
linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes have been developed in accordance with performance-based principles and methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness,
use of authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points
are systematically introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts consists of model
dialogues, narration, new words and expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and English translation of dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds of
students and instructors of the second edition, this new third edition features an attractive color design with new photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that
have been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading passage. The accompanying workbook provides students
with extensive skill-using activities based on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated Korean is a project of the Korean Language Education and Research Center (KLEAR)
with the support of the Korean Foundation. In addition to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition, Korean Language in
Culture and Society, Korean Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected Readings in
Korean. Audio files for this volume may be downloaded in MP3 format at https://kleartextbook.com
In an era marked by atrocities perpetrated on a grand scale, the tragedy of the so-called comfort women—mostly Korean women forced into prostitution by the Japanese army—endures as one
of the darkest events of World War II. These women have usually been labeled victims of a war crime, a simplistic view that makes it easy to pin blame on the policies of imperial Japan and
therefore easier to consign the episode to a war-torn past. In this revelatory study, C. Sarah Soh provocatively disputes this master narrative. Soh reveals that the forces of Japanese
colonialism and Korean patriarchy together shaped the fate of Korean comfort women—a double bind made strikingly apparent in the cases of women cast into sexual slavery after fleeing
abuse at home. Other victims were press-ganged into prostitution, sometimes with the help of Korean procurers. Drawing on historical research and interviews with survivors, Soh tells the
stories of these women from girlhood through their subjugation and beyond to their efforts to overcome the traumas of their past. Finally, Soh examines the array of factors— from South Korean
nationalist politics to the aims of the international women’s human rights movement—that have contributed to the incomplete view of the tragedy that still dominates today.
University of Hawai'i Press' online catalog at www.Uhpress.Hawaii.Edu contains links to online audio files for all of the texts listed below.
Korean Made Simple is a book for anyone who wishes to begin learning the Korean language. No matter your age, you can learn how to read, write, speak and understand Korean. Learn the
Korean writing system, Korean culture, and even history. Learn over 1,000 vocabulary words and phrases through 20 in-depth and fun lessons, filled with plenty of examples. Additionally,
practice sections with answer keys are built into every chapter. This book also contains additional advanced level notes for more skilled Korean speakers looking for a review of basic grammar
and concepts, including a full appendix covering sound change rules. Audio files for the book are also available for free download from gobillykorean.com. Start your exciting journey into the
Korean language today. Let's learn Korean!
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